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 years old.and people mistake me with my dauther the actress kaslaan@rediff.com am looking for a club whose membership
will suit my taste but would be more of a personal kind. i prefer not to have to deal with people and the noise.if the club doesnt

have a non smoking rule then im not interested. they should have a good home cooking.they should have pool table and juke
box. and a video games room. they should have outdoor picnic tables and a large yard so i can sit outside and drink beer or wine
and have a smoke.i would prefer a bar with a smoking or non smoking option but i am very fine with that. i want it to be clean

and a club with a lot of young people. i have a friend who lives in okc and her club is very nice and shes a bartender at the
downtown bar. the people there are very nice. i would also like to find a party house because i would like to go to parties that
have a pool table. they should be clean and have a good music collection. i like the little gems parties in aurora colorado. they

are very laid back. i would love to find a place with a pool table and jukebox and a good home cooking. i really would like it to
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be in my state and i would like it to be in a location that has alot of young people. i am twenty-three years old and i am looking
for a place that has pool table and jukebox. they should have a non smoking or smoking option. this is the first place i have tried
to look for a place.and so far i have found two.one is a lot of noise and the second one is a bar with no pool table or juke box.i
also like the idea of an outdoor party house and when i look at the other place i can see that it might work. if anybody has any

ideas of a club that i could get a membership or even a party house or whatever they call it please let me know. you have to look
at the "membership" part of a club.I do not have a bar in my area, but if i did i'd keep it VERY low key. The noise factor there
is high, mostly loud music that would bother the normal people in the area. But for me, i love to dance! I do not like to stand

around, and listen to music, I want to party 82157476af
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